“Fully implementing
pensionsync has been a key
part of our GDPR program”
Pierce
Lisa Kennery &
Philip Johnson

With Automatic Enrolment (AE), RTI and another
150+ pieces of legislation affecting payroll, never
has payroll outsourcing been more relevant.
Blackburn-based, Pierce Chartered Accountants
has a busy payroll team helping a wide variety of
employers remain compliant. To achieve this,
Pierce places great store in expertise and has a
CIPP qualified payroll team of 7.
Payroll Manager, Lisa Kennery said: “Our payroll
service is designed to be simple, scalable and
permanently serviced by a bureau of staff. This
means that it flexes in line with business growth,
contraction and seasonal peaks.
“Working in a fast paced environment requires us
to be flexible and open to change. We see
ourselves as a forward thinking bureau who
continue to evolve with demands of payroll and
surrounding functions.
“We continually review our internal processes, but
with a growing client base, AE, the forthcoming
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) etc
we were spurred on to streamline our

“processes even further and take advantage of
the latest available technologies.
“Implementing pensionsync has increased our
efficiency and effectiveness, reducing our time
spent processing AE by up to 50% per client.
This has freed up my team’s time to apply their
skills and focus on more complex cases and the
ever-changing payroll landscape.
“GDPR requires us to reduce the element of risk
and tighten security even more. We had a final
push to fully integrate pensionsync as part of our
GDPR program, as removing CSV files and
introducing no touch, encrypted data
submissions keeps our clients’ data safe.”
Payroll administrator, Philip Johnson added:
“Star payroll and pensionsync combine to offer a
fully integrated service that is simple and user
friendly: both having fantastic support networks
available.
If you are thinking of implementing pensionsync
within Star payroll we would highly recommend
doing so.“
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